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What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas...except when it doesn't. Kitty and Ben return to their

werewolf pack in Denver only to discover an invisible evil that smells of brimstone and plays with fire

has followed them home. Stalking the whole pack, it leaves a charred trail of ashes and death

across the city.Kitty seeks help from Rick, the master vampire of Denver, as well as from the

paranormal investigators on a popular reality television show. But when a mysterious vampire who

claims to be a demon hunter-and the only one who can help them-suddenly arrives, Kitty and her

allies won't be able to predict what he really wants...or what they must do to extinguish the terror

that can torch them all.
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One thing that I really like about Vaughn's Kitty series is that even with Kitty's ability to attract

supernatural trouble, the stories about werewolf radio talk show host Kitty Norville have such a

reality to them that I'd expect to be able to turn on the radio Friday nights and catch Kitty's show.

Kitty Raises Hell continues the story begun in Kitty and the Dead Man's Hand (Kitty Norville, Book

5) - Kitty's attempt to skip over all the wedding planning hassle and head straight to the honeymoon

by eloping to Vegas with her mate Ben - if you read the book you know how well that worked out for

her.Kitty Raises Hell picks up right after her return from Sin City and though she's breathing a sigh

of relief that she made it back to Denver with her fur intact ... (sorry, even though it's on the back

cover blurb, I just have to add my own mangled misquote here) ... not everything that happens in



Vegas stays in Vegas. It looks like the feline shifter death cult is out for revenge and they plan on

making Kitty pay slowly, by taking out Kitty's pack and every thing that she loves first and then

finally Kitty herself.The real difference between Kitty Raises Hell and the previous book -- and this

difference makes this an even better book -- is that in Vegas events just happen to Kitty and Kitty

survives because she gets lucky, here Kitty takes charge. With her pack on the line, Kitty exercises

her power and uses her resources to not only figure out what she's up against in the mysterious

invisible malicious entity who smells of fire, but also to give herself a fighting chance of winning the

battle with the vengeful spirit.
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